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How many gondolas float down the canal? Can you count the number of masks at Carnival?

Toddlers will answer these questions and more in this new book from Misti Kenison in her Tiny

Traveler series. Travel from Rome to Venice as you and your little one count your way through

Italyâ€™s most famous landmarks. From one leaning tower to seven fresh pizzas coming out of the

oven, youâ€™ll catch the travel bug while teaching children the basics of counting! The fourth book

in Kenisonâ€™s Tiny Traveler board book series will exposure your child to another country and

culture while teaching him or her the basic concept of counting and numbers. So sit back and

explore the world with your little one from your very own living room. Traveling to foreign places has

never been so fun, or educational, for young children before! A wonderful series for young toddlers

(0 to 2 years), this book teaches the basic concept of numbers and counting. Can be used at home

or in a childcare facility to teach basic concepts.
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Misti Kenison is a web/graphic designer and owner of MK Design. As a new mom, she believes

strongly in encouraging literacy at a very young age, and hopes that this series will be a great tool

for other parents to do so as well. She is the author of the Tiny Traveler series. She lives in Little

Rock, Arkansas.

This is a fun book to practice counting! Children will possibly get their first look at special landmarks



from this country. Though not only landmarks but foods and transportation that are deeply rooted in

the country of Italy! There's the leaning tower of Pisa, St. Peters Square, the opera, grapes, pizza,

gondolas, masks worn at the famous carnival, the Colosseum, art, and cypress trees!Reading the

descriptive text and counting is a lot of fun with this book. I love knowing that through this book my

children are become a little more cultured. Even though this book is meant for 0-3 years old. I plan

on taking a few things from it and making up a fun unit study for my oldest kids. What fun it would be

to make our own pizzas and learning about the leaning tower of Pisa or perhaps the

Colosseum?The illustrations are simple yet engaging. The short text on each page sticks. The

counting is fun. It's geographic fun!

Sky Pony Press recently published two board books for kids from author Misti Kenison, and I had a

chance to review both. The third and fourth books in the Tiny Traveler board book series expose

toddlers to other countries and cultures while teaching them about nature and numbers.THE TINY

TRAVELER: ITALY: A BOOK OF NUMBERS: This book includes landmarks and cultural elements

from Italy (leaning tower, pizzas, gondolas) in an easy-to-follow book about counting. Early readers

will get to practice counting along with viewing bright, clear illustrations to learn a bit about Italy as

well.As someone who loves to travel and really values a global perspective, these are really fun

books that I wish had been around when my kids were younger! I love the idea of exposing kids to

global cultural images while incorporating basic educational themes as well!

I loved traveling when I was single and hope to continue traveling once my youngest is older. But

even in the comfort of home I can take the littlest family member on a fun journey. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s all

thanks to the Tiny Traveler Board Book Series. We absolutely loved both of these books! They are

great to learn about what things are unique to the country being represented. The colors and the

pictures used are beautiful. My little Sophie whoÃ¢Â€Â™s 6 months old didnÃ¢Â€Â™t take her eyes

off these books. Even the big boys loved these books.

This is the fourth book in Kenison's Tiny Traveler series. Her mission is to expose children at a very

young age to other countries and cultures around the world. This particular book teaches little ones

the concept of numbers. These colourful board books are a perfect size for little hands to maneuver

and are brimming with large well-orchestrated and defined illustrations. The simple text is written so

toddlers can comprehend and enjoy the books while learning about the world in which they live.The

world is waiting to be discovered and explored between the covers of these books..."The Tiny



Traveler: Italy" is a book about numbers. Children are encouraged to count the number of statues

that are looking down on St. Peter's Square, the number of opera singers preparing to perform on

stage and the number of paintings that are artfully hanging in the museum, just to name a few.The

journey takes you from Rome to Venice as famous landmarks are unveiled for your child's learning

pleasure. How fun to count your way through the book as you nibble on one of the foods that Italy is

most famous for... PIZZA! This book is sure to have your child asking for more... to read the book

one more time and of course one more slice of pizza! Yum to both!

Arrived damaged in multiple places, but my toddler probably would have damaged it soon anyway.

Cute book though.

I expected better illustrations and just an overall better story....i returned the book...not worth even

showing to my grandson
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